We're all about "The Scientist"

Whether in academia, the pharmaceutical industry, diagnostics or in our own R&D labs, scientific experts need to get their discoveries and standardized solutions to the world. We have always believed in helping scientists by providing the most suitable and reliable tools for their innovation.

- Driven by our technical expertise, we lead innovation with proprietary reagents, cheminformatics, and unique drug delivery options.

- Our supply partners undergo rigorous screening for quality and availability so you avoid waiting for months from "aggregators".

- Meticulous monitoring of processes enables us to provide products of the highest purity, with more verification data than competitors.

- As the primary manufacturer of most critical reagents, we give you full transparency into inventory and timelines.

- We offer customized solutions – such as compound management, library selection, bulk chemicals, custom packaging, and custom synthesis – to cover your needs from start to finish.

We do everything necessary to help improve your reaction yields and validation times, thus ensuring your research turns into reality.
Building a reliable supply chain together.

Because we understand how important on-time delivery is to you, we have centers of excellence around the world that provide a wide range of prompt and personalized services.

Get the results you expect each and every time with our expanded offering.

**Our strengths**
- Breadth and value of portfolio
- Robust supply chain
- Global manufacturing sites and distribution facilities
- Regional third party distributors

**Our know-how**
- Innovative R&D
- Data traceability and reliability
- Complete quality and safety solutions
- Technical, quality and regulatory expertise

**Our assets**
- Customized manufacturing and development materials
- 24/7 technical support and best-in-class customer service
- Consistency and reliability across geographies
Whether you purchase a catalyst or synthetic reagent from us, we guarantee quality. Because everything that went into it came from us.

Our stringent quality control procedures are applied in every step.

- Certified manufacturing facilities ranging from ISO:9001 to GMP
- Development and manufacturing of customized raw materials
- Enhanced QC and process control for critical raw materials
- Comprehensive analytical technology range including EDXRF, MALDI-TOF, Multinuclear FT-NMR, ICP-MS, LC-MS, GC-MS/MS
- Over 340 dedicated in-house quality control specialists perform more than 500,000 tests annually at 18 global locations

You are not the only one who depends on the quality of MilliporeSigma products.

Our Pharmaceutical and Performance Materials divisions are built from the products we produce here in the Life Science division. We are our own largest customer, so the quality of these products is our highest priority.
We have invested in state-of-the-art, purpose-built facilities to boost your progress from development to commercialization. Our production expertise ranges from classical chemical transformations to complex multi-step organic synthesis, such as:

- Air-sensitive chemistry
- High-purity solvent distillation and purification
- Continuous flow chemistry
- Monomer synthesis and high-purity electronic precursors
- Process and analytical development
- Hazard evaluation
- Cryogenic and high pressure reactions

Simplify the leap from research to manufacturing with a partner who understands your workflow.
Laboratory Essentials Portfolio
Premium, ultra-high quality chemicals from Reagent grade to ACS Plus, in standard or special innovative packaging.
- Acids & bases
- Salts
- Multi-application solvents

Chemical Portfolio
Extensive products and tools to support your research from laboratory to production.
- Building blocks
- Peptide synthesis reagents
- Catalysts
- Msynth®plus products
- Organometallics
- Anhydrous solvents
- Deuterated chemicals
- Monomers
- Nanomaterials

Life Science Basics Portfolio
Multi-site manufacturing of a wide range of products, from general use quality to highly characterized and multi-application tested grades.
- Buffers
- Detergents
- Solvents for molecular biology
Looking for something special?
We offer a variety of customization options to cover all your needs.

**Customized packaging**
Order existing products according to your needs
- Packaging size
- Filling quantity
- Container type

**Customized specification**
Take advantage of our extended specification service
- Adding further specification parameters
- Tightening existing specification parameters

**Contract manufacturing and OEM services**
Benefit from our unparalleled customization expertise
- Extensive range of chemical and biochemical synthesis capabilities
- Broad inventory of key starting materials
- Proven technology transfer
- Successful project management

**Customized solutions and mixtures**
Request physical treatment of existing products
- Solving (solutions)
- Mixing (read-to-use mixtures/convenience blends)